
Looking for a cAREER-DEFINING

& life-changing experience?

Accredited by GTCS and endorsed by Education Scotland



What is GLP? 
Global Learning Partnerships (GLP) was established in 2012 
by The Wood Foundation and since then has empowered 
more than 100 educators to be leaders of learning with 
enhanced innovation, creativity, motivation and confidence.

GLP is designed with and for education professionals, addressing a 
need within the professional learning system to offer an opportunity 
which is immersive, personal, reflective and completely out with the 
confines of a traditional offering.

With a particular focus on global education and Learning for 
Sustainability (LfS), GLP is accredited by the General Teaching 
Council for Scotland (GTCS) and has been developed in line 
with the professional standards and the national framework of 
professional learning. It has also been endorsed by Education 
Scotland. Participants can achieve a GTCS accreditation within 
Learning for Sustainability.
 
GLP includes a one-month dual placement in Uganda and 
Rwanda, upskilling local educators while giving participants 
the opportunity to enhance, and increase confidence in, their 
pedagogy. There are also pre-departure training weekends, an 
in-depth debrief session and ongoing support from The Wood 
Foundation which majority funds and manages the programme. 



“GLP challenges you in more ways than one - my view of education 
changed, of myself and my capabilities, and of my role in helping to 
create a sustainable future. You would be contributing to the future 
of quality education in your placement overseas and in your own 
establishments! Most importantly for me has been the relationships 
I made both with other Scottish educators, but also with our 
Rwandan counterparts who are an ongoing source of inspiration.”

Caitlin Morrison, GLP 2018 alumni

IMMERSIVE
PERSONAL &
PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING

GLP is a professional experience like no other. By removing 
practitioners from the everyday reinvigorates them to see 
the potential of the everyday. This active, immersive and 
experiential learning empowers:

• Innovation
• Resourcefulness
• Context-based teaching
• Creativity
• Leadership
• Increased motivation
• Access to collaborative, like-minded network
• Improved confidence
• A GTCS accreditation in Global Learning
  within Learning for Sustainability



Innovation and context-based 
learning benefitting the 
school community and pupils

The Scottish Government’s Vision 2030 places a renewed 
focus on the importance of Learning for Sustainability (LfS) 
to enrich Curriculum for Excellence (CfE). Investing in a 
leader of global education will impact a school’s ambition 
to motivate, inspire and excite pupils through LfS.

GLP is not a solo development project. It is a collaboration of the 
wider school community. The participant will share their journey 
by weaving their experiemces into practice and  becoming a 
lead or source of inspiration for LfS and other values-based 
curricular drivers.

There has never been a 
greater need for young 
people to understand the 
world and the role they can 
play to make it a better place. 
Teachers are uniquely placed 
to empower a generation of 
active citizens. 

“This opportunity is truly transformational. It has enabled a deeper 
understanding of learning and the impact it can have on the lives of 
others. Our school has benefitted greatly from GLP. We are now better 
able to connect the Global Goals with our school curriculum.”

Barbara Jones, Head Teacher



“I discovered a connection deeper than I ever thought possible. 
Living and working in Uganda, even though only for a short period 
of time, I made some lifelong memories – many of which helped me 
to realise that the role of the teacher truly is universal, regardless of 
which language you speak or what your curriculum covers.”

Jenn Cauley, GLP 2018 alumni

Empowering and ethical 
overseas placement

GLP works with local, responsible education charities to 
actively and sustainably build the capabilities of educators. 

The principles of teaching are the same worldwide – developing 
curious and enquiring minds through engaging and inspiring 
learning opportunities. Taking teaching back to basics and 
utilising local resources helps Uganda and Rwanda educators,
as well as our Scottish participants, realise the potential of the 
world around us.

Participants live within host communities 
in the same way as local people.
They will spend time understanding
the education landscape and challenges 
before devising and delivering teacher 
training sessions through the RedEarth 
Education Uganda and Inspire,
Educate and Empower Rwanda networks. 
These local empowered practitioners 
cascade these teaching strategies and 
visions which will improve the education 
of many thousands of children.



Who can apply for GLP?
GLP is open to all educationalists working within Scotland’s 
3-18 school-based system. We also welcome applications 
from practitioners who support the development and delivery 
of education (such as Quality Improvement Officers and 
Education Development Officers).

GLP benefits educators at all stages of their career – from early years 
professionals, to classroom leaders of learnings to head teachers. 
Each one of our 100+ participants has taken their own lessons from the 
experience and implemented change to their pedagogical practices, 
whether they have been qualified for one year or 30 years.

The programme is majority-funded by The Wood Foundation. There is 
a minority contribution component to be met by the participant either 
through individual donation or fundraising activities.

“Education goes beyond the confines of the classroom, national 
curriculum, exam system. I would encourage any educationalist to 
take the opportunity, if and when you can, to get out in the world 
with your skills and see for yourself how they can be shared and 
expanded by contact with a different culture.”

Kathy Quinn, GLP 2019 alumni

“Global education develops a greater awareness of the world.
It allows young people to see the links between different subject 
areas and the application of knowledge in a real-world context.”

Matt Brown, GLP 2017 alumni



The GLP Process
GLP’s commitment to our participants goes beyond the 
four-week summer placement. Meaningful development 
only comes from being prepared for and reviewing
in depth your experiences while in Uganda and Rwanda.
You will also become part of a network which forges
ongoing partnerships, collaboration and innovation.

• October-January Application

• March Pre-departure training weekend

• May Follow up pre-departure training weekend

• July  Placement (30 days)

• August onwards  Reflection & development

• October Debrief (on a Saturday)

• Beyond Being part of the inspirational GLP alumni
  network and sharing learning with your peers.
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Contact details
Global Learning Partnerships
The Wood Foundation
Blenheim House
Fountainhall Road
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AB15 4DT

Tel  01224 619834 
Email glp@thewoodfoundation.org.uk
Web glpscotland.org.uk
Twitter glp_scotland
Facebook globallearning.partnerships

Programme partners
In Scotland:
At GLP we are very proud of our network 
of GLP Ambassadors with whom we 
work collaboratively on programme 
development and delivery.  

Principally funded and managed
in Scotland by

Overseas:
GLP works in partnership with 
local education specialists to 
provide meaningful community 
based placements.

In Uganda:

In Rwanda:


